
CORE Data Cube NFT Collection

The CORE Data Cube Limited NFT Collection will provide an opportunity to take part in the 
creation of a powerful community within the Star Atlas ecosystem. The CORE Data Cube 
NFT’s will not only provide a path to shared ownership of the largest starship in Galia, but 
also provide a host of other rewards, bene�ts, and exclusive access to the Superphoenix 

Titan Ship itself.



CORE Data Cube History CORE Data Cube Tiers

The CORE Data Cubes are derived from a combination of Ustur and Photoli technology 
provided to the original ECOS builders of the colossal Superphoenix Titan Ship. The 
preservation of serene ecological environments within the ship’s vast atriums requires a 
symbiotic connection that resonates throughout the vessel. 

The One Consciousness that composes the core of all Uster existence proved to be a perfect 
model for the central control and environmental sustainability needed to make the 
Superphoenix Titan Ship a reality. The universal connectivity and technological infrastructure 
in�uenced by Ustur design was still lacking the actual energy and frequency needed to 
power the massive ship, that when complete, would be almost alive itself. 

The sound and light energy gifted to humanity by the Photoli is the power and essence which 
connects all living things within the biospheres across the huge expanse of the Superphoenix 
Titan Ship. The resonance of Photoli energy harnessed by Uster technology allows for the 
crew of this magni�cent vessel to maneuver and maintain all aspects of it in perfect concert 
and harmony. 

Near the end of its immense construction a limited number of incredibly special CORE Data 
Cubes were created using the combination of the two advanced technologies and a small 
supply of extremely rare Geneisum. 

The CORE Data Cubes were energized and downloaded from the completed Superphoenix 
collective energy force, humbly referred to as GAEA. This connection remains perfectly in 
sync and allows the holders of these CORE Data Cubes direct access to The Superphoenix 
Titan Ship as well as receiving downloads of any relevant updates into the future.   

The CORE Data Cubes exist across six levels of power and signi�cance as a direct result of 
the corresponding amounts of Geneisum originally incorporated into each Data Cube. The 
color of light energy emitted by the Data Cubes changes with increased intensity as the 
corresponding levels of Geneisum increase. 

- Lower levels of Data Cube energy are contained within the White and Green spectrums.

- Stronger levels of Data Cube energy resonate within the Blue and Red frequencies.

-  The highest levels of Data Cube energy emanate from the Gold and Pure Energy cube state.    



NFT Creation and Scarcity:

Data Cube Color

White 

Green

Blue

Red

Gold

Pure Energy

Tier

1

2

3

4

5

6

Rarity

Common

Uncommon

Rare

Epic

Legendary

Anomaly

Mint Supply

6,000 unit

3,000 unit

1,000 unit

250 unit

50 unit

1 unit *

*No Tier 6 data cubes available at mint. One Tier 6 data cube will be held for ra�e after NFT 
sale is complete.

6,000
White Tier 

common units

TBD Energy Tier 
anomaly units (not 
available at mint)

250
Red Tier 

epic units

1,000
Blue Tier
rare units.

3,000
Green Tier

uncommon units

50
Gold Tier

legendary units



CORE Data Cube Rewards

A series of rewards and periodic air drops will be awarded to the holders of this limited Data 
Cube NFT membership collection. Once the NFT sale is complete and all Data Cubes have 
been minted, a schedule indicating each air drop release and corresponding snapshot will be 
issued. 

The list below provides a breakdown of the rewards allocated to each Data Cube Tier, 
however, this list is not exclusive and can be added to as time and the maturity of the DAO 
increase.  

White

Tier 1

Common

XXS Ship

Tier 1 Poster

100 DAO Tkns

Green

Tier 2

Uncommon

XS Ship

Tier 2 Poster

200 DAO Tkns

Blue 

Tier 3

Rare

S Ship

Tier 3 Poster

400 DAO Tkns

Red 

Tier 4

Epic

Med Ship

Tier 4 Poster

1,200 DAO Tkns

Gold 

Tier 5

Legendary

Large Ship

Tier 5 Poster

3,600 DAO Tkns

Energy 

Tier 6

Anomaly

Capital Ship

Tier 6 Poster

14,400 DAO Tkns



Super Phoenix Commemorative Badge

Star Atlas Ship Rewards

Super Phoenix Poster Collection

Super Phoenix DAO Token Rewards

Interior Habitation Whitelist

The ship air drops will be the �rst to launch once the NFT sale is completed and the 
subsequent Data Cube upgrade event concludes. The ship drops will be subject to a snapshot 
which will be announced in advance of the drop. The ship rewards cover all size classes from 
xx-small through capital and will consist of a ship in each size all from the Ogrika Star Atlas 
ship manufacturer line. 

The Ogrika ship line exudes luxury and sophistication, which aligns perfectly with the Super 
Phoenix DAO brand. This partnership will o�er Data Cube holders a premium experience 
while exploring the vast expanse of Galia within Star Atlas.

The exclusive Super Phoenix NFT posters allocated to each tier will only be minted in the 
exact quantity corresponding to the outstanding Data Cubes at each tier at the time the 
snapshot and drop are scheduled. These posters will be individually owned representations of 
select pieces of the original Superphoenix Titan Ship concept art conceived by the team at 
Star Atlas. 

The ability to own a limited-edition piece of what will become nostalgic artistic concepts of 
what the Superphoenix Titan Ship is meant to be, will captivate the imagination inde�nitely.    

In addition to the rewards as noted above, an NFT collectable badge will be issued to any 
original direct buyer via the mint, to commemorate the launch of the Super Phoenix DAO 
project. The badge will be the �rst in a hierarchy of badges that will represent individuals' 
participation in the DAO and future gameplay as part of the Superphoenix command and 
crew. 

An air dropped allocation of (Ember) DAO tokens will be remitted to each CORE Data Cube 
holder at the time the snapshot and drop are scheduled. The number of Ember tokens 
received will correspond to the Data Cube Teir as noted in the breakdown. 

Air dropped Ember tokens will be subject to a one year lock up period where no selling or 
trading will be authorized. During the lock up period, holders will have the ability to 
voluntarily stake the allocated portion of air dropped tokens to receive staking rewards and to 
participate in initial DAO governance. Staking reward earnings will not be subject to the initial 
lock up period and can be sold, traded, or staked to compound earnings.

Once the initial one year lock up period has expired, all air dropped tokens will be fully 
tradable. A staking mechanism with time limitations and withdraw cooldowns will be a 
required component to actively participate in Super Phoenix DAO governance and decision 
making.  

A late-stage reward that will be a�orded CORE Data Cube holders at the time the designated 
snapshot is taken, will be private early access to the interior land Habitation sale. The exact 
supply, location, sizes, and costs of land Habs’ within the Superphoenix Titan Ship are TBD. 

Once interior Hab values are established the Superphoenix Interior Habitation Land Plot 
pre-sale will be scheduled. 



CORE Data Cube Merge Upgrade Event

Data Cube Merge Values

Following the completion of the CORE Data Cube NFT sale an opportunity to combine 
multiple Data Cubes for the purpose of upgrading them to the next rarity tier will exist. The 
concept ties back to the levels of Geneisum held within each Data Cube that also correspond 
to a factor matching the cubes rarity. This factor of Geneisum concentration between power 
levels dictates the number of Data Cubes at each level that are required to be combined to 
form one new Data Cube at the next level. 

The breakdown of Geneisum concentration required for each cube level is
accretive and can be continued up through all levels of rarity. This method
will also be the only direct way to obtain a level 6 Pure Energy Data Cube.
The combination of four Gold Tier 5 CORE Data Cubes can be combined
to create one Tier 6 Pure Energy CORE Data Cube. 

All other CORE Data Cube Tiers are obtainable at
random through original minting, and are revealed
at the time they are minted, with probability tied
directly to the max supply available in each tier.

2 X White = 1 Green

2 X Green = 1 Blue

3 X Blue = 1 Red

3 X Red = 1 Gold

4 X Gold = 1 Pure Energy

5 Gold =

5 Gold =

Tier 1 ~ Common

Tier 4 ~ Epic
3 Blue =

Tier 5 ~ Legendary
3 Red =

Tier 6 ~ Anomaly
4 Gold =

Tier 3 ~ Rare
2 Green =

Tier 2 ~ Uncommon
2 White =



The ability to combine originally minted CORE Data Cubes allows for some additional 
strategy when curating a collection of Data Cubes prior to the air drop schedule 
commencing. The Merge will e�ectively burn the original Data Cubes being combined and 
mint new cubes of the next tier. This dynamic will allow for an organic shift in the �nal rarity 
and scarcity of the entire collection, while also stimulating secondary market sales of Data 
Cubes shortly after launch. 

The Merge can add value in the event a holder purchased multiple Data Cubes at mint, but 
now holds only common or uncommon tiers by o�ering an option to combine and receive 
future rewards at a higher tier. The Merge may also create the potential for increased 
demand of speci�c tier Data Cubes for the duration of the event based on individual holder 
strategy.       

Immediately following the completed CORE Data Cube mint, secondary market trading will be 
initiated on multiple Solana NFT trading platforms to facilitate the open market demand and to 
help ensure initial sales are available across multiple tiers throughout The Merge.

CORE Data Cube NFT Mint

The CORE Data Cube Mint will be hosted directly on the Super Phoenix DAO website with 
direct web3 wallet integration. There will be no need to navigate to third party market trading 
platforms to participate in the CORE Data Cube original mint. 

The CORE Data Cube NFT collection is designed to raise the funds needed to build a vibrant 
community within the Star Atlas ecosystem that crosses between factions and includes all 
players who are willing to contribute and participate. The Superphoenix Titan Ship will be a 
signi�cant force within the Star Atlas universe, while also acting as a respite to players eager 
to experience a virtual entertainment environment that will be unparalleled. 

As CORE Data Cube NFT holders you have the opportunity, to not just participate, but help 
steward and build what will become one of the most sought-after places in all of Galia. 
Ownership of this CORE Data Cube NFT collection is a Lifetime Membership to a virtual world 
with endless possibilities.        


